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INTRODUCTION
As we contemplate the commercial real estate
scene for 2014, the consensus is that it is one
of the more interesting forecasting challenges
we have faced in years. Not that the market is
faltering, mind you, but rather there are market
segments showing wonderful opportunities while
others will be pausing to reload. For example,
apartment sales have been unbelievably strong
for the past several years, reaching a crescendo
we believe in 2013. 2014 sales should subside,
not from lack of demand, but for lack of product
to sell. There are approximately 8000 units under
construction presently in our region. It will be
later in 2015 and into 2016, after construction
completion and lease up before these projects
become marketable. The same can be said for
office sales which exceeded $600 million this
past year, compared to an average year when
sales would be $450 million. We do not expect
that volume to be sustained this year.
On the other hand we see strength developing
in retail leasing. Retail sales should demonstrate
strength as well. Both industrial sales and leasing
should produce positive results. Office leasing
presents an interesting anomaly. It could be very
good because there is a chance that a few very
sizable leases could be signed. However, those
tenants would have to wait until a building to
house them is built before they can move in.
Working against office leasing is the lack of

available class A office inventory. Class A vacancy
market-wide is quite low at 6.2%
Tenant improvement activity seems to have
picked up. Businesses are doing well. As leases
are extended and in some cases expanded,
occupants are electing to upgrade their
surroundings. Around that comment, we can
build an argument that our project management
activity at CBRE should remain in growth mode.
We expect significant results from that sector this
year.
Though we do not anticipate a year when all facets
of commercial real estate are firing together, the
Nashville business climate remains very good.
Vacancies are low. Yet rents are not quite where
they need to be to spark speculative building
activity. Developers locally, having been through
earlier real estate cycles, are a disciplined group.
At this moment, most will wait for pre-leasing
before committing to build.

Tom Frye
Managing Director
CBRE Nashville

In this 2014 Nashville commercial real estate
forecast, our professionals share their thoughts
with you about what they see as the year unfolds.
We welcome comments and questions, and wish
you all a very prosperous year.
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SECTION 1
OFFICE MARKET
OFFICE MARKET
For our market overview, CBRE has designated 416 office buildings as index properties. This index consists of marketable, Class A, B or C, multitenant, 10,000 sq. ft. and larger buildings. The market totals 33.4 million sq. ft. Direct vacant space totaled 3.4 million sq. ft. at the end of
2013, resting at an overall vacancy rate of 10.2% across all submarkets.
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SECTION 1
OFFICE MARKET
VACANCY :

Chart 1: Q4 2013 Vacancy Rate by Class

Market vacancy has dropped over the year; due primarily to the abrupt stop in new office product being delivered to the market and the continued demand for large space. Strong leasing activity, record-breaking investment sales, and ambitious construction projects from 2013 indicate
Nashville as a market on the rise. Vacancy across the Nashville MSA decreased from 12.9%
at the close of 2012, to 10.2% at the close of 2013. The vacancy is expected to continue to
drop as we saw no new space deliver to the market in 2013, and vacancy has decreased by
764,265 sq. ft. since close of 2012. Tenant activity remains steady and the vacant space continues to dwindle, especially in the Cool Springs/Brentwood submarket. Vacancies remain high
in Airport South and MetroCenter but it is expected that those numbers will continue to drop in
2014. CBRE Brokers believe the outlook for vacancy rates in the 2014 office market can only
be positive and that our current vacancy rate of 10.2% will be closer to 9.8% this time next year.
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Annual absorption of office space is the NET of all space during the year taken by occupancy minus the amount that is vacated and put back onto the market. Lease renewals
by existing tenants do not influence absorption unless additional space is taken or unless
the lease is renewed for a lesser amount of space. On an average year the market will
absorb between 700,000-750,000 sq. ft. of office space. This past year, absorption was
approximately 246,061 sq. ft. The State of Tennessee is in the midst of consolidating all
of their employees into state owned buildings, creating a lot of vacant space in the CBD.
This move-out is significant because we do not track state owned buildings, and therefore, the absorption for the year is negatively impacted. The Cool Springs/Brentwood
submarket posted 74% of all positive net absorption. Meanwhile, CBD closed out the year
in the red, due to move-outs by the state. This large move-out by the State of Tennessee
leaves great new opportunities in the downtown market. UBS has signed a 98,164 sq. ft.
lease downtown, and several other significant leases were inked in the surrounding submarkets. Of the larger move-ins during the year Regions Bank was the largest occupying
97,000 sq. ft. at One Nashville Place.
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Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013

Chart 2: Historical Office Average Vacancy Rate
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ABSORPTION :
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Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013
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SECTION 1
OFFICE MARKET
ASKING RATES :

Chart 3: Q4 2013 Office Net Absorption By Class

The office market’s overall leasing rates closed out the year at $19.26 per sq. ft., up $1.08
from 2012. The majority of the submarkets saw a slight increase in asking rates with Cool
Springs/ Brentwood, Green Hills/ Music Row, and West End/Belle Meade registering rates
above $22.00. The North Nashville and Airport South submarkets continue to the post the
lowest rates, registering at $14.18 per sq. ft. and $13.71 per sq. ft., respectively. At the
close of Q4 2013, average asking rates for Class A, Class B and Class C space across all
submarkets were $22.69 per sq. ft., $18.55 per sq. ft. and $14.10 per sq. ft. respectively.
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CONSTRUCTION :
The construction activity remains steady as vacancy rates continue to drop and the demand
for office space increases. 2014 and the coming years look to deliver new office space to
the Nashville market. Tractor Supply’s 250,000 sq. ft. office building is currently undergoing
construction, as well as Lifepoint’s 203,000 sq. ft. office building at Seven Springs. OneC1ty
broke ground on their first 110,000 sq. ft. building. OneC1ty’s 18-acre site located near the
28th/31st Avenue Connector includes 1 million sq. ft. of Class A research and office space.
Additionally, Franklin Park’s 272,720 sq. ft. tower is under construction in Cool Springs. Boyle
continues to work on their 600 acre mixed use development site at Berry Farms, and Alex
Palmer’s West End Summit towers are still on the horizon. While the past several years have
been slow in terms of construction, there are many large-scale projects planned and under
construction that look poised to deliver new office space to the universe in 2014 and beyond.
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Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013

Chart 4: Historical Office Net Absorption
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Table 1:
2013 OFFICE ABSORPTION BY SUBMARKET
Submarket
Q1 2013
Airport North
(9,287)
Airport South
3,757
Cool Springs/Brentwood
(46,310)
Downtown
65,049
Green Hills/21st/ Music Row
2,202
Metro Center
0
North Nashville
0
West End/Belle Meade
0
15,406
Total

350,000

Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013

Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013
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OFFICE MARKET
2014 OFFICE MARKET OUTLOOK :

No new buildings were delivered last year. The result was that there was very little Class A office
space available. This year we will see delivery of three significant buildings all in Brentwood/
Cool Springs…LifePoint , Tractor Supply and Franklin Park, totaling approximately 740,000
sq. ft. A fourth building, Amsurg, being developed by Eakin Partners in Green Hills, will come
online during Q1 2015. Though there will be ample tenant movement, absorption will not
be much since most of the tenants targeted for those buildings will be leaving significant
amounts of space at their prior locations. For that reason combined with the absence of
product in highly desired submarkets, we anticipate sub-par absorption in 2014, something
on the order of 300,000 sq. ft. That should take total market vacancy down from 10.2%
presently to the high 9’s, say 9.8% by year end 2014.

Chart 5: Historical Office Construction Completed
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As we had indicated earlier in our Q4 2013 letter, the year just past was soft in absorption in
spite of the fact that there were several very significant transactions. What positive absorption
we had was offset by the State vacating leased property and consolidating into the Tennessee
Tower which is owned by the State. There were also moves by U S Bank and Regions Bank
that resulted in negative absorption as they both left behind more space than they moved
into under their new leases. The result was that 2013 NET absorption was 246,000 sq. ft.,
compared to a normal annual average of 700,000 sq. ft.

Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013

We are aware of a few prospective tenants, who are sizeable, in the market for new space.
They are of such proportion that buildings will have to be built in order to accommodate
them. We do not count absorption until a tenant actually takes occupancy. Therefore, though
notable leases may be signed in the months to come, buildings will not be delivered until
2015-16.
As to new construction, though there are very significant sites available, practically all of
them will need tenants before construction can begin. Rents have not yet moved quite high
enough to justify the lease-up risk inherent in a new building that has no pre-leasing. The
Giarratana organization has 4th and Demonbreun and 5th and Church, Eakin at 12th and
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OFFICE MARKET
Demonbreun and Palmer on West End. In Cool Springs/Brentwood, Crescent, Highwoods, Boyle,
Spectrum, Southern Land and Duke all have developable property. There are no indications that
any of them will begin a speculative building this year. We expect HCA to begin construction on its
new complex on Charlotte, perhaps two buildings totaling 700,000 sq. ft. Cambridge Holdings
is set to start on their first 100,000 sq. ft. building in the One C1ty development with Tennessee
Orthopedic Alliance as the 65,000 sq ft. anchor tenant. Additionally, Market Street Equities should
begin work on Gulch Crossing. All three of the developments mentioned above are CBD locations.
Add to the mix Rubicon’s proposed extensive renovations of the former Regions Bank Building, now
UBS Tower, that we expect to attract distinctive retail as well as office…a significant upgrade to the
north end of the CBD.
That’s the year as we see it…not much visible activity, unimpressive absorption numbers, yet
phenomenal opportunity to attract prospects who we know have Nashville in their sights. You can
expect to hear some grand announcements in 2014. Activity on the ground will come later.
Table 2:
2013 OFFICE CONSTR UCTION
Submarket
Airport North
Airport South
Cool Springs/Brentwood
Downtown
Green Hills/21st/ Music Row
Metro Center
North Nashville
West End/Belle Meade
Total

Buildings
0Completed
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Square Feet
0Completed
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Buildings Under Construction
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
2
6

Square Feet Under Construction
0
0
662,720
0
109,751
0
0
153,000
925, 471

Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013
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INDUSTRIAL MARKET
The Nashville industrial product base consists of over 169 million sq. ft. of floor
space located primarily in eight of the 13 counties of the Nashville MSA. This
market includes 1,972 industrial facilities of 10,000 sq. ft. and above in size.
“Bulk” facilities are referenced as buildings sized 250,000 sq. ft. and above. The
industrial base consists of three primary industrial categories or types of space.
Warehouse/distribution accounts for 53% of the market, manufacturing comprises
39% of the market, and R&D/flex space represents 7% of the market.
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SECTION 2
INDUSTRIAL MARKET
VACANCY :
Vacancy rates peaked in 2010 and began to fall in 2011. Vacancy continued to decline in
2012. The Industrial market showed signs of a strong recovery in 2013. Starting out the year
at 9.8% and closing the year at 8.3%. Deliveries of distribution facilities for Starbucks and CEVA
Logistics contributed to the decreased vacancy rate for the close of 2013. The bulk warehouse
sector posted a vacancy rate of 8.4%, falling 300 basis points from last year’s rate of 11.4%.
Vacancy in the warehouse/distribution sector ended 2013 at 8.8%, down 220 basis points from
this time last year. While the vacancy rate for manufacturing facilities closed the year at 6.8%, a
slight increase from 2012. It is predicted that we will continue to see a steady decline in vacancy
in the year ahead.

15%
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5%

0%

Q2 2013
6.3%
6.5%
15.6%
10.0%
7.6%
6.8%
9.3%

Q3 2013
6.2%
6.5%
16.1%
10.4%
7.5%
7.0%
9.2%

Q4 2013
5.9%
6.5%
13.2%
9.5%
6.5%
5.5%
8.3%

Table 4:
2013 INDUSTRIAL NET ABSORPTION
Submarket
Q1 2013
Allied Dr/I65 South
(9,792)
CBD/Polk Avenue
(1,500)
Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013
Elm Hill Pk/I40 East
(4,506)
Interchange
City
64,746
ABSORPTION :
(69,365)
The Nashville market experienced a banner year with more than MetroCenter/Cockrill Bend
Northeast/I65
North
(45,250)
2,417,071 sq. ft. of positive absorption in 2013. The majority of
(65,667)
2013’s absorption occurred in the warehouse/distribution sector of Totals

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014 Estimated

Table 3:
2013 INDUSTRIAL VACANCY RATE
Submarket
Q1 2013
Allied Dr/I65 South
6.0%
CBD/Polk Avenue
6.9%
Elm Hill Pk/I40 East
16.2%
Interchange City
10.9%
MetroCenter/Cockrill Bend
8.4%
Northeast/I65 North
7.2%
9.8%
Totals

Chart 6: Historical Industrial Average Vacancy Rate

Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013

Q2 2013
(2,808)
24,770
163,758
207,985
45,000
111,319
550,024

Q3 2013
51,732
7,148
284,083
731,527
9,191
(240,190)
843,491

Q4 2013
52,863
45,600
1,015,323
(452,298)
117,805
309,390
1,088,683

Total
91,995
76,018
1,458,658
551,960
102,631
135,269
2,416,531

the market in large part because of the Starbucks and CEVA Logistics deliveries. The Elm Hill Pike/I-40 submarket posted the highest year-end net
absorption, followed by Interchange City. All of the six submarkets closed out the year with black ink. Q3 2013 was by far the most notable quarter
with 843,491 sq. ft. of positive absorption due to the delivery of both Nissan’s expansion and CEVA Logistics facility at Beckwith Farms. There were
a few notable transactions each quarter, including CEVA Logistics’ 706,500 sq. ft. lease in Elm Hill Pike, brokered by CBRE; Nissan inked a 460,000
sq. ft. lease, also brokered by CBRE. Starbucks signed a lease for a new distribution facility at 680,160 sq. ft. The outlook for 2014 is positive, as
the market continues to recover from the recession.
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ASKING RATES :

Chart 7: Historical Industrial Net Absorption

Overall average rental rates declined $0.31net per sq. ft. from the close of 2012, resting year
end at $3.85 net per sq. ft. The average direct rental rate of the warehouse/distribution and
manufacturing sectors averaged $3.50 net per sq. ft. at the close of 2013. Average asking
rates for the “bulk” warehouse distribution sector closed the year at $2.85 net per sq. ft., down
$0.08 from close of 2012. Although the industrial outlook is fairly optimistic, we don’t expect
to see rates fluctuate much in the coming months.
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CONSTRUCTION :
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Construction activity continues to be moderate, primarily due to build-to-suit acitivty. A total
of 1,846,660 sq. ft. of industrial space delivered to the universe in 2013, a decline from the
3,800,000 sq. ft. delivered in 2012. Panattoni’s 706,550 sq. ft. development at Beckwith Farms
was delivered during the third quarter of 2013. Additionally, Nissan’s 460,000 sq. ft. expansion
at 4500 Singer Rd. came to completion. Starbuck’s 680,160 sq. ft. distribution center rounded
Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013
up the all deliveries for 2013, with a move-in date during Q4 2013. Construction activity is
expected to remain slow with a couple of projects expecting delivery in early 2014. Charles
Hawkins is currently constructing a 106,448 sq. ft. facility in Portland, expected to deliver Q1
2014. Additionally, Hollister plans to relocate its U.S. distribution center to a 240,000 sq.ft. facility
Chart 8: 2013 Average Asking Rent by Property Type
at Beckwith Farms, slated to deliver in the spring of 2014.
Table 5:
2013 INDUSTR IAL CONSTR UCTION
Buildings Completed
Submarket
Allied Dr/I65 South
0
CBD/Polk Avenue
0
Elm Hill Pk/I40 East
2
Interchange City
1
MetroCenter/Cockrill Bend
0
Northeast/I65 North
0
Totals
3
Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013

8
7
SF Completed
0
0
1,386,660
460,000
0
0
1,846,660

Buildings Under Construction
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

SF Under Construction
0
0
240,000
0
0
0
240,000

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Mfg

WH

R&D/flex

Other

Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013
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2014 INDUSTRIAL MARKET OUTLOOK :
The Nashville MSA in 2013 continued its advancement as a major logistics and distribution
location. Worldwide shipping of Nissan pars and vehicles, Amazon.com, SAKS Fifth Avenue,
Tractor Supply Company, The Gap, Bridgestone, Macy’s, Life Way Christian, Ozburn-Hessey
Logistics, Leviton, Brown Shoe, Remay, CEVA Logistics and Genco are just a few of the major
logistics, E-commerce and warehousing businesses located in the Nashville area. Nashville’s
cost of living is 10% below the national average, with lower costs for housing, utilities,
transportation, and other items. Wages and salaries are competitive in the Southeast for a highly
skilled workforce, supported through 18 colleges and universities. Nashville competes regionally
with Memphis, Indianapolis, Charlotte and, to some extent, Atlanta for new distribution and
E-commerce requirements. The Nashville industrial market (169,001,937 sq. ft. total), finished
2013 with net absorption of 2.4 million square feet. The overall industrial vacancy decreased
slightly from 9.8% at year end 2012, to 8.3% or 14M million sq. ft. at the end of 2013.
As of year end 2013, the Nashville Industrial Market (169,001,937 sq. ft.) has absorbed
2,417,071 sq. ft.; vacancy has gone from 9.8% at year end 2012 to 8.3% as of year end. The
Nashville Class A Bulk Distribution market had half of the total market absorption for the year.
Class A Bulk Vacancy Rate was 8.3%, the same for the total market. This lower vacancy should
trigger speculative development by the end of 2014.
The Nashville Bulk Industrial business was bolstered in Q3 2013 by the delivery of two facilities
totaling 1,160,500 sq. ft., one for Nissan North America and the other for Ceva Logistics
development by Ruthinger & Panattoni. Duke delivered an additional 680,160 sq. ft. distribution
center for Starbucks.
The Nashville investment sales of Industrial buildings was active in 2013. Nashville industrial
market saw the sale of approximately 3.87 million sq. ft. totaling $586 million of investment
capital. The sales highlights are as follows: Prologis, made an additional investment of their
buildings purchased from Crow Holdings, and the SouthPark Buildings B, C, D & G in Smyrna,
Tennessee for $677.3 million. Industrial Income Trust purchased a three building portfolio from
Panattoni consisting of Commerce Farms III, Commerce Farms IV and Elam Farms II totaling
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INDUSTRIAL MARKET
2014 INDUSTRIAL MARKET OUTLOOK : continued
1,097,000 sq. ft. for approximately $50 million. Industrial Income Trust also purchased Beckwith
Farms I and Beckwith Farms III consisting of 727,500 sq. ft. for $22.5 million.
In Nashville today, the cap rate range for stabilized Class A bulk buildings is 7% to 8% based
upon market rental rates (approximately $3.00 per sq. ft., net) which provides a price per
sq. ft. range of $37.50 to $42.85 per sq. ft. The factors driving the cap rate compression for
Class A Bulk buildings are the following: length of lease term, building location, lease rate
compared to market, single-tenant vs. multi-tenant and total price per square foot as compared
to replacement cost (which is now $43.00 per sq. ft. to $49.00 per sq. ft., depending on site
work, land cost and building size).
Overall, Market activity for 2014 looks promising, as the Nashville area remains a desirable and
competitive location for all sectors impacting the commercial real estate market: manufacturing,
distribution and corporate relocations. For these reasons we anticipate absorption in 2014 to
be between 1.5 million and 2 million sq. ft. That should take total market vacancy down from
8.3% presently to the high 7’s, say 7.9% by year end 2014.
The manufacturing sector in Middle Tennessee continues to rebound from the national economic
“downturn” of October, 2008. Tennessee has experienced growth, evident by several new
manufacturing commitments including Beretta commitment to invest $45 million in a new facility
in Gallatin. The Beretta relocation was sought after by seven states and the recent announcement
of their commitment to the Gallatin community in the Nashville MSA revealed the plans for a
state of the art manufacturing and R&D facility. One of the most active manufacturing sectors
remains the automotive and specialty manufacturing sectors within Middle Tennessee.
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RETAIL MARKET
2013 proved to be a solidly positive year in terms of almost every metric, and we are
clearly back to pre-recession levels in terms of activity. Average vacancy decreased
from 7.9% at the beginning of 2013 to 7.3% at year end. Absorption improved to
815,429 sq. ft. compared to 42,000 sq. ft. in 2012. Rental rates also increased
$0.56 when compared to 2012. High end retailers in the core submarkets such
as Green Hills and West End continue to thrive. These submarkets, as well as Cool
Springs/Franklin, continue to see very little turnover and very low vacancy rates. As
the investment market continues to improve and consumer confidence returns, the
2014 retail market will continue to reflect pre-recession levels.
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Chart 9: Historical Retail Vacancy Rates

VACANCY :

8%

Vacancy in the Nashville retail market stayed above 7% in 2013, starting the year at 7.9% and
closing out at 7.3%. The Brentwood submarket posted the lowest vacancy rate at 2.7%. The
Downtown and Vanderbilt-West End submarkets tied with the second lowest vacancy rate at
3.0%. Vacancy rates in the majority of the submarkets remained steady or saw a slight decrease
last year. The two submarkets posting the highest vacancy rates were Southeast Corridor and
Bellevue/ West Nashville, clocking in at 14.4% and 13.2%, respectively.

ABSORPTION :

ASKING RATES :
Rental rates closed the year at $13.95 per sq. ft. up $0.56 from the close of 2012. The core
submarkets where the vacancy rates have seen solid decreases, rental rates continued to increase
throughout the year. The Green Hills/Belle Meade submarket rested at $25.12 per sq. ft.
Q4 2013 unemployment rates increased slightly closing the year at 6.6% up 20 basis points
from Q4 2012. Brokers are optimistic that throughout 2014 we will continue to see the positive
trends in unemployment, consumer confidence and average rental rates.

6%
Q1 2010
Q2 2010
Q3 2010
Q4 2010
Q1 2011
Q2 2011
Q3 2011
Q4 2011
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Q2 2012
Q3 2012
Q4 2012
Q1 2013
Q2 2013
Q3 2013
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Overall retail net absorption posted 815,429 sq. ft. of black ink for 2013, up 42,634
sq. ft. from 2012. The Rutherford County submarket posted the highest net absorption,
at 178,319 sq. ft.; followed by the Mt Juliet-Lebanon submarket finishing the year with
123,058 sq. ft. of black ink. While the Downtown and Vanderbilt-West End submarkets
posted the lowest with 22,048 sq. ft. and 6,772 sq. ft. of negative absorption respectively.

Source: CoStar

Chart 10: Historical Retail Absorption
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Source: CoStar
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CONSTRUCTION :
New construction was minimal in 2012 and continued with much of the same in 2013. Lending
restrictions continue to have an impact on the community, as 82% of the construction underway
is pre-leased; this number is up 15 basis points from 2012. The most notable deliveries include a
40,000 sq. ft. facility at 903 S Hartmann Drive that is 100% leased and a 31,000 sq. ft. building
at 7175 Nolensville Road. The Mt Juliet-Lebanon submarket had the most deliveries in 2013, as
90,860 sq. ft. was completed. The “construction pipeline” continues to grow, and 2014 could
see almost double the total deliveries that occurred in 2013. At the close of 2013, 280,525
sq. ft. was under construction for 2014 delivery. This compares favorably to 2013 deliveries of
151,168 sq. ft., and is indicative of broader economic recovery, increasing retailer activity, and
shrinking supply of existing space.

2014 RETAIL INVESTMENT ACTIVITY :
Retail investment activity in the Nashville metropolitan area was lower during 2013 than in
2012. Real Capital Analytics indicates nine shopping center sales over $5 million compared
to twelve in 2012. The sale of The Avenue in Murfreesboro tops the list at $163 million,
followed by Rivergate Mall and The Village at Rivergate which CBL sold as a package to Hendon
Properties for approximately $75.65 million. Kimco Realty sold its last remaining shopping
center in Nashville, The Shoppes at Rivergate, to Table 6:
Garrison Investments for approximately $12.1 2013 SIGNIFICANT R ETAIL SALES IN NASHVILLE MSA
Property Name
million. Other significant sales included Cool Date
Dec-13
Jackson Downs
Springs Market for $37.5 million, Jackson Downs
Nov-13
Academy
for $16 million, and The Shops at Demonbreun Oct-13
The Shoppes at Rivergate
for $17.69 million. Approximately twenty-nine Sep-13
Cool Springs Pointe
additional retail properties valued at less than Sep-13
Demonbreun Center
$5 million sold during 2013. These consisted Aug-13
RiverGate Mall
primarily of single tenant net leased assets and Aug-13
Village At Rivergate
unanchored multi-tenant strip centers.
This Aug-13
Avenue Murfreesboro
Jul-13
Sam's Club
represents a marginal increase in sales volume
Marketplace at Rivergate
compared to twenty-four sales under $5 million Jun-13
Apr-13
Cool Springs Market
in 2012.

Address
Nashville, TN, US, 37214
Smyrna, TN, US, 37167
Madison, TN, US, 37115
Brentwood, TN, US, 37027
Nashville, TN, US, 37203
Goodlettsville, TN, US, 37072
Madison, TN, US, 37115
Murfreesboro, TN, US, 37129
Nashville, TN, US, 37211
Madison, TN, US, 37115
Franklin, TN, US, 37067

Square Feet
134,868
71,781
172,135
201,414
97,000
550,000
64,106
750,772
135,251
111,460
223,512

Price (mil)
$16.1
$12.1
$12.1
$35.1
$17.6
$67.0
$8.6
$163.0
$11.5
$7.7
$37.5

Source: Real Capital Analytics
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2014 RETAIL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK :
Although sales volume in Nashville was down in 2013 this was not a reflection of demand for
assets in the market. Interest in Nashville is at an all-time high due to its resilient, diversified
economy and its recognition as a dynamic cultural and economic driver in the southeast. As a
result of this interest, coupled with attractive investment returns compared to first tier markets,
pricing should continue to improve over the course of 2014.
Generally, market demand has been “barbell” shaped with most interest in grocery-anchored,
core assets at one end of the spectrum, and value-add, low price per sq. ft. assets at the other.
For the balance of multi-tenant retail, demand in 2013 continued to be intermittent. Demand
for core and value-add remains strong but we began to see an increase in interest for properties
in the “muddled middle” during the latter part of 2013 and we expect this trend to continue
for several reasons. First, ample amounts of yield driven private capital have coalesced into
entities aggressively looking to acquire “B” quality retail properties, and risk adjusted returns
are still very favorable compared to other types of investments, particularly on a leveraged
basis. Second, leasing market fundamentals have improved significantly with very little big box
space available to meet increased demand. We expect 2014 to be an active transactional
environment with sellers coming off the sidelines to take advantage of excellent pricing. Buyers,
on the other hand, will be able to acquire retail assets with much more durable rent rolls, and
the potential for cash flow growth.
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MULTI-FAMILY MARKET
Nashville’s multifamily market began its ascent three years ago and has not slowed
down, indicating that the multifamily momentum in Music City is not just a temporary
spike – it’s here to stay. The Nashville multi-housing market followed up a strong
2012 with an even stronger 2013, as it remained one of the country’s healthiest
markets in terms of rent growth and occupancy. Thanks to a resilient economy,
recent job growth in Nashville has pushed total employment levels to new highs,
with the metro as one of the nation’s top markets for the largest proportional change
in employment levels since 2008. With a fast growing economy and attractive
demographics, the Nashville apartment market has had little trouble absorbing
new supply, keeping apartment fundamentals in great shape.
OUR PROFESSIONALS
:: Investment Sales
Steve Massey
Executive Vice President
Russell Oldham
Vice President
Brett Carr
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Chart 11: Rental Rates
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Bell Hillsboro Village in Hillsboro Village set a new pricing benchmark trading at $218,000 per
unit; however, it is sure to be beat in 2014 as several high profile assets will come to market.
Other notable sales included The Cumberland, Grove Franklin, Note 16, and Ashton Brook,
all of which traded above $150,000 per unit. Southeast Nashville witnessed several trades,
as Windsor Park, Audubon Park and Keystone Farms, to name a few, changed hands. Cap
rates for the suburban transactions were in the 5.8% range, while Class A properties in Central
Nashville saw as low as 5.3%. As multifamily market fundamentals continue to improve, we

$800

Q3 2009

2013 culminated as a record year for Nashville with 39 transactions totaling in excess of $930
million. Cap rates compressed slightly and when combined with increases in rents, average
sales prices reached new levels. Sales of product built after 2000 averaged $146,000 per unit,
while product built between 1980-1999 averaged $81,000 per unit. Class A product traded in
the 5.3% - 6.3% range depending on the location and asset profile, while B and C cap rates are
all over the board depending on the value-add opportunity available to the purchaser.

$850

Q1 2009

TRANSACTIONS :

$900

Q3 2008

Rental market fundamentals continued their climb reaching record levels. From Q4 2012-Q3
2013, average rents grew 5.4% to an average of $901 per unit. The Nashville MSA registered
occupancy above 95% for the ninth consecutive quarter, coming in at 96.1%, up 0.2 percentage
points from the second quarter. This was above both the national average at 95.4% and the
South region’s average of 94.5%. Every submarket and every product category posted solid
results. Product built after 2000 reported average rents of $1,064 and occupancy of 96.7%,
while on the other end of the spectrum, 1970’s assets saw rent growth of 4.4% and an average
occupancy of 95.1%.
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Q1 2008

2013 MULTI-FAMILY MARKET OVERVIEW :

Source: M/PF Research, Inc.

Chart 12: Occupancy
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Source: M/PF Research, Inc.
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expect urban infill property trades to continue to climb into the mid to upper $200,000 per unit
range for the foreseeable future.

Chart 13: Transactions
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CONSTRUCTION :
Nashville’s development pipeline hit the ground running in 2013 with 7,000 units that are
tracking for a 2014 delivery and 8,500 units currently under construction. An additional 5,000
units have been proposed, with the majority planned in Williamson County, Central Nashville,
and Far East/Wilson County. Despite the influx of new supply, demand in the metro has kept up.
Tight lending standards and a growing “echo-boom” population, which has a high propensity
to rent, will likely keep the share of the renter population moving into apartment communities.
From 2007 to 2012, growth in young adult population increased 13.1%, and according to
Forbes, Nashville is No. 10 on its list of the most popular cities for the millennial generation,
those people aged 20-34 years old. The hotspots for new supply continue to be focused on
the Gulch, Midtown, and West End where walkability and access to nearby amenities is the
key factor. Thus far lease-up activity has been brisk with rental rates well above developer
projections, as demand in these locations shows no signs of letting up.
Source: Real Capital Analytics, CBRE Nashville data
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Chart 14: Supply and Demand
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NASHVILLE: WALKS THE RED CARPET OF THE NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT
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Whether it’s the new hit primetime series “Nashville”, the New York Times calling
Nashville the new “it city” or, or GQ magazine station Nashville is simply “Nowville”
the city of Nashville is red hot and making a red carpet splash into the national
spotlight. The growth potential Nashville has to offer could be what the media buzz
is all about.
::

Nashville’s population has grown by 23.9% since 2000, averaging about
1.8% growth per year (well above the national average). During the last 12
months, Nashville ranked number one in the nation for employment growth
(3.9%).

::

Since 2006, 94 companies have relocated or established major facilities in
the Nashville area, resulting in the creating of 6,243 jobs, $490.9 million in
investment and over 6 million sq. ft. occupied.

::

By 2016, one in every seven new jobs in Tennessee is predicted to be in
health care. Nashville’s health care industry is unique compared to the rest
of the nation.
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OFFICE INVESTMENT MARKET :
While 2013 was a record year for office sales, we expect sales activity to remain strong in
2014. Nashville, Tennessee is continuing to draw significant attention from global investors as
a new “It” city with a stable, growing economy and a low vacancy rate. Office market vacancy
in Nashville was 10.2% in Q4 2013 and is expected to decrease even further due to increased
demand for space, and a lack of new supply with no major new buildings being delivered in
2013. The low vacancy market and strong financing environment triggered many sales in 2013
(i.e. Pinnacle at Symphony Place, Nashville City Center, One Century Place) and will continue to
trigger sales in 2014. The Downtown office market will remain one of the most active submarkets.
With the office vacancy in Downtown Nashville dropping significantly in 2013, the removal of
some Class B buildings from supply (Noel Place and Wells Fargo Plaza converting to hotels)
and new vibrancy with a live/work/play environment, downtown continues to be revitalized.
Downtown owners are looking to capitalize on an improved downtown office market by selling
and investors are excited to become part of the downtown metamorphoses. Additionally, some
large institutional owners of a traditionally suburban portfolio within Nashville are showing
interest in the downtown market, as exhibited by the Highwoods Properties purchase of the
Pinnacle at Symphony Place in 2013. With continued development around the new Music City
Center South of Broadway, the recent announcement of the redevelopment of the Nashville
Convention Center, and the new Nashville Sounds baseball stadium underway at Sulphur Dell,
expect the downtown buzz to remain loud throughout 2014 and beyond. Current downtown
buildings on the market include 4th & Church, The Tower at Rennaissance, and Parkway Towers.

Chart 15: Office Price per Foot

With such a tight overall office market, new development projects will be announced throughout
2014, but most large scale office projects still require significant leasing before funding of the
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Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013

Table 7: CAP Rate Averages

Source: Real Capital Analytics

Table 7: Markets with Lowest Office Vacancy Rates
METROPOLITAN

300

DOWNTOWN

SUBURBAN

Manhattan

8.5

Manhatten, Midtown South

6.7

Cambridge

6.3

San Francisco

8.6

San Francisco

7.6

Nashville

7.7

Pittsburgh

10.0

Boston

8.1

Pittsburgh & San Jose

10.1

Nashville

10.2

Manhattan, Midtown

8.4

San Francisco

10.5

San Jose

11.5

Charlotte

9.1

Salt Lake City

11.1

Source: CBRE Research Q4 2013
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OFFICE INVESTMENT MARKET : continued

construction can occur. For example, the planned office projects at 12th & Demunbreun and
West End Summit are still not off the ground and are awaiting further preleasing. However the
anticipated drop to sub 10% vacancy by the end of 2014 could motivate more developers to
proceed with speculative projects in Nashville’s best submarkets. Also expect more sales activity
this year in greatly improved submarkets like the Airport North with a Q4 2013 vacancy of 6.3%
and potential increased volume in the Brentwood/Cools Springs submarket with a Q4 2013
vacancy of 3.9%.

INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT MARKET :
The Nashville investment sales of Industrial buildings was active in 2013. Nashville industrial
market saw the sale of approximately 9.56 million sq. ft. totaling $586 million of investment.
The sales highlights are as follows: Panattoni sold a three building portfolio (Elam Farms II,
Commerce Farms III and IV) totaling 1,097,500 sq. ft. to Industrial Income Trust for approximately
$49 million; Prologis purchased a 6 building portfolio for $77.5 million featuring properties
in the SouthPark and CentrePoint industrial parks, with tenants such as Nissan and Asurion,
totaling 1,778,400 sq. ft.; and USAA sold the 1,015,740 sq. ft. Amazon.com distribution
center at 2020 Joe B. Jackson Parkway to Cole Corporate Income Trust for $69.1 million.
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Total Office sales for 2013 were $661 million, up from $330 million in 2012. The 2013 rise in
office transactions bodes very well for 2014 with investor interest in Nashville remaining strong.
We are forecasting office sales for 2014 to be 40-50% less than the record breaking 2013
volume, but anticipate an active year closer to historic averages of $400-$450 million annually.

Chart 16: Office Sales Annual Volume

Source: Real Capital Analytics

Chart 17: Industrial Price per Foot
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In Nashville today, the cap rate range for stabilized Class A bulk buildings is 7% to 8% based
upon market rental rates (approximately $3.85 per sq. ft., net) which provides a price per sq. ft.
range of $37.50 per sq. ft. to $42.85 per sq. ft. The factors driving the cap rate compression
for Class A bulk buildings are the following: length of lease term, building location, lease rate
compared to market, single-tenant vs. multi-tenant and total price per square foot as compared
to replacement cost (which is now $42 per sq. ft. to $48 per sq. ft., depending on sitework, land
cost and building size).

national

Source: Real Capital Analytics
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INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT MARKET : continued
As for when we may see the next speculative distribution building, with construction costs to
develop a 500,000 sq. ft. building in the $43 per sq. ft. to $45 per sq. ft. range, rental rates
will need to stabilize in the $3.87 per sq. ft. range. Furthermore, direct vacancy for class A
bulk distribution needs to decrease to the 12% to 14% range from 19.17% today. Given
absorption in the recent past, this is achievable. Speculative development is possible in
2015, but Nashville needs to make up ground in occupancy and rental rate growth before
spec development returns to the market.

Figure 1: 2013 Nashville Market Numbers

Chart 18: Industrial Sales Annual Volume
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Chart 19: Nashville Industrial Velocity
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DEBT & EQUITY FINANCE
In 2013, CBRE successfully closed over 1,200 Capital Markets transactions with
over 240 lending sources totaling more than $23 billion. Once again, CBRE was
named the # 1 Freddie Mac Seller Servicer with over $5.24 billion in loans closed.
Moving up the charts in production rankings, CBRE was also named the 3rd largest
Fannie Mae DUS lender with over $2.22 billion in 2013 loan production. Overall,
2013 was another huge year for the GSE’s (Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) with
combined loan production of over $54 billion, which satisfied the governmental
mandated loan reduction of 10% from 2012. GSE rates continue to be at historic
lows. For example, a seven –(7) year fixed rate, 75% LTV loan today would have
a rate in the 4.2% range while a ten- (10) year fixed rate would be approximately
4.7%.
Life insurance companies and now CMBS lenders have been competing well on
Class A and to a lesser extent Class B properties, which has taken some market share
from the GSEs. Some life companies are also offering forward commitments/rate
locks for the right deal and LTV. CMBS lenders continued their upward progression,
closing over $86.1 billion in 2013 (and are projected to close more than $95 billion
in 2014). CMBS spreads continue to tighten resulting in far more competitive rates
for 2014. There are now over 35 CMBS lenders in the marketplace, which will
continue to put pressure the ability for GSEs and life companies to maintain market
share in 2014.
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COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE DEBT MARKET: STRONG LIQUIDITY AND LOW RATES ::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Commercial Mortgage Debt Market: Strong liquidity and low rates
Rates continue to remain historically low
Risk adjusted spreads attractive for lenders vs. corporate’s
Returns for savers (pension funds and retirees) poor
Monetary policy continues to suggest historically low interest rates for 2014 with upward pressure
in 2015 and beyond
Some lenders are willing to move up the risk curve to enhance yields (Mezz, Bridge, Higher LTV)
Bifurcated Market – impacts pricing / proceeds / depth of quotes
Flight to quality for best pricing / proceeds
More lenders in the marketplace driving spreads lower due to increased competition and a
healthy securitization market

LIFE COMPANIES ::
::
::
::

Life company volume +/-$60 billion in 2013 – expect higher allocations in 2014
Large loans and portfolio loans are in demand
Spreads inside of the GSEs and CMBS lenders, but with slightly lower maximum LTVs

::

More aggressive than 2013 as additional competition enters the marketplace

::

Forwards returning and some offering higher yielding mezzanine

::

Willingness to fund projects early (prior to reaching a stablized lease-up) with some structures to
mitigate lease-up risk.

CMBS ::
::
::

CMBS is stepping up in a big way with over 35 lenders in the marketplace (secondary markets /
B & C+ assets considered)
$86.1 billion in 2013 volume, 2014 projection is $95 billion
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::
::
::
::

CMBS spreads and rates have moved in – Rates 4.7% (10 year term) with
some CMBS lenders offering 15-year loan terms at a slightly higher rate
Higher LTV’s over most life companies, but for a price
Competing head-on with life companies for higher leverage transactions
Competing head-on with life companies and GSEs on multifamily assets

BANKS ::
::
::
::
::

Using the balance sheet again
Fixed rate loans available at attractive rates
May offer longer term loans and non-recourse for stable assets
Most active in 5-7 year terms

GSE’S (FREDDIE & FANNIE) ::
::
::
::
::

$54 billion volume in 2013
Great execution in primary, secondary and some tertiary cities
Market share declining with competition from life companies
Status quo for 2014
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